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THE FACTS:

HAIR

is a significant pathway to extended
contamination. Residual Pollution is
the main route to exposure

Residual Pollution
- Post Incident that is not removed
will be transported home
Fire-fighters are

3x

more likely to develop
cancer than anyone else

The Solution...
De-Wipe Hair & Body Wash is the worlds
only scientific solution formulated to wash
carcinogenic toxins in soot and smoke from
your hair, scalp and body, leaving you clean,
invigorated and odour-free. Going home
smelling clean is great but you’ll also be
safe in the knowledge you’ve removed
toxins before they have chance to absorb
or be taken home.

 Scientifically
tested and proven on
17 of the most toxic
Chlorinated Dioxins
 Scientifically tested and
proven on 8 of the most
toxic PAH’s (Polycyclic
Aromatic Hydrocarbons)
 Scientifically removes
the smell of smoke
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Wash away the risk:
De-Wipe ‘post fire’ Hair & Body Wash
The firefighters’ mantra ‘shower within the hour’ is one
of the best practices for preventing fire fighter cancer. It
should be an integral part of every fire and rescue
services post fire decontamination procedure. Without a
mandatory shower back at the station, firefighters not
only run the risk of harmful carcinogenic toxins,
impurities and PAH’s being absorbed through the skin
and scalp but also spreading the contamination on
further and even into their homes
Each time you touch your hair you could transfer the
pollution to your fingers. This can then be absorbed
through the skin or can enter the body orally or even
transfer elsewhere then absorb through inhalation of
dust and vapours that fall out the hair.
An after fire decontamination procedure looks like this:
1. Wipe yourself with an after fire decontamination
wipe  first - skin, face, eyes, nose, ears, hands, arms;
every part of the body exposed to fire must be
decontaminated on-scene.

2. Bag your kit.
3. Use equipment wipes  to clean equipment, PPE and
kit, plus the cab, before returning to station.
4. Thoroughly cleanse equipment once returned.
5. Shower within an hour of leaving the scene using
firefighter hair and body wash
Why wash with firefighter hair and body wash? Everyday
shampoo and body wash is designed to leave you feeling
clean and fresh. However, its well-established harmful
carcinogens cannot be removed using standard products
as they cling onto hair and skin so as you’re only
appearing to be clean.
Have you ever taken your shower within the hour but still
gone home smelling of smoke? Smoke contains
contaminants - it’s as simple as that. Failure to wash
these off is hazardous to you and potentially
contaminates your home.
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